Dragon in the Closet

By Nikhil Nayak
Once there were two boys called Nik and Alex. Both loved to play tennis. One day at Nik's house they were bored playing tennis. So they decided to put their gear back in the closet. When they opened the closet they found an egg!! Nik and Alex were shocked!!!!!
Suddenly the egg started to crack!
The crack started to get bigger. Then two horns came out then its heads its body its less and its tail. The boys knew... it was a DRAGON! The dragon grew and grew until the dragon was as tall as Nik's room.
The Dragon started speaking, the boys didn't understand. Alex pressed the human button on its tail and the Dragon said, "Where are Mom and Dad? Suddenly the Dragon blew fire on Nik's toys and The toys came to life! They had a lot of fun bringing toys to life. After sometime..."
The Dragon wanted to go home.
Nik had an idea. He got his toy teleporter. The Dragon blew fire and they all went to the Dragon's planet in the teleporter. The Dragon was so happy to meet his parents. The boys went back homes sad.

But will always remember their Magical friend!